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The calculated performance of four-, six-, and eight-blade single-rotating propellers has been compared with experimental results for blade angles ranging from 25° to 65°. The experimental data were obtained on propellers mounted in front of a streamline body with a spinner housing the hub. The calculated propeller performance was found to be in good agreement with the experimental results over the complete range of blade angle investigated. The method of calculations is presented in detail and a sample computation is included.

INTRODUCTION

The selection of a propeller for a new airplane design may be based on either wind-tunnel test data or theoretical calculations. If test data are used, empirical corrections are applied, if required, for changes in number of blades, activity factor, blade thickness, airfoil section, Mach number, and body shape. If these empirical corrections are large, they become the determining factor in selecting the propeller for the design application. The selection of propellers based on theoretical calculations has been open to considerable question because the theory strictly applies only to the idealized propeller. From time to time calculated results have been compared with experimental data for a few blade angles, but a comparison over a wide range of blade angle for a propeller operating at conditions giving nonoptimum load distribution has been lacking.
A method of analysis is presented in detail and calculated results are compared with experimental results on single-rotating propellers of four, six, and eight blades for blade-angle settings of 25°, 35°, 45°, 55°, and 65° at the 0.75 radius. The propeller tests (references 1 and 2) of the Hamilton Standard propeller 3155-6 afford an excellent opportunity for making such a comparison. On this test setup the interference drag was small, the velocity distribution in the plane of the propeller was approximately free stream, and the airfoil section characteristics were available for the test Mach numbers. This information permitted a direct check between propeller theory and experimental results without the use of empirical corrections.

The method of calculations is based on the propeller theory as used by Lock. The correction factors for a finite number of blades as obtained from Goldstein (for the two-blade propeller and extended by Lock for other blade numbers) are strictly limited to a very light loading and to a particular distribution of circulation along the blade. For this reason there has been some hesitancy in using the Goldstein corrections for any other distributions of loading. The optimum distribution of loading is herein compared with the actual distribution for the Hamilton Standard propeller 3155-6 at a number of operating conditions. The degree to which the calculated and experimental propeller characteristics agree over the entire range of blade angle is an indication of the validity of the correction factors.

SYMBOLS

a  axial-velocity interference factor
B  number of propeller blades
b  chord of propeller blade element
C\_D  section drag coefficient \( \left( \frac{D_0}{2} \rho V^2 b \right) \)
C\_L  section lift coefficient \( \left( \frac{L}{2} \rho V^2 b \right) \)
C\_P  power coefficient \( \left( \frac{p}{\rho n^3 D^5} \right) \)
\( C_Q \) torque coefficient \( (Q/\rho n^2 D^5) \)

\( C_T \) thrust coefficient \( (T/\rho n^2 D^4) \)

\( D \) propeller diameter

\( D_o \) drag of blade element

\( F \) Goldstein correction factor for finite number of blades

\( h \) thickness of propeller blade element

\( J \) advance-diameter ratio \( (V/nD) \)

\( L \) lift of blade section

\( n \) rotational speed of propeller, revolutions per second

\( p \) geometric pitch of propeller

\( P \) input power of propeller

\( Q \) torque of propeller

\( r \) radius to any blade element

\( R \) tip radius

\( T \) thrust of propeller

\( V \) axial velocity of propeller

\( x \) radial location of blade element \( (r/R) \)

\( \alpha \) angle of attack

\( \beta \) propeller blade angle at 0.75 radius

\( \gamma \) \( \tan^{-1} \frac{C_D}{C_L} \)

\( \epsilon \) angle of inflow \( (\phi - \beta) \)

\( \theta \) propeller blade angle at radius \( r \)

\( \rho \) mass density of air
\( \sigma \) propeller element solidity \((Bb/2\pi r)\)

\( \phi_0 \) angle of advance of propeller \( \left( \tan^{-1} \frac{V}{\pi n D x} \right) \)

\( \phi \) angle of resultant velocity to plane of rotation

\( \eta \) propeller or element efficiency

BASIC DATA AND METHODS

The characteristics for the airfoil sections from \( x = 0.45 \) to \( x = 0.95 \) given in figures 1 and 2 were taken from reference 3. The section at the 0.45 radius is a modified Clark Y section and the sections from the 0.6 radius to the tip are Clark Y sections. Data for the section thicknesses used were obtained by cross fairing. The section at \( x = 0.3 \) was arbitrarily given a \( C_D \) of 0.10 and a slope of lift curve of 0.045 per degree with zero lift at \( \alpha = 0^\circ \). The characteristics at \( x = 0.3 \) are only approximate but, since the torque absorbed at this radius is small, the use of these characteristics is considered satisfactory. Inasmuch as the average spinner radius for the experimental results of references 1 and 2 was 0.21\( R \), the calculated curves presented herein were cut off at the 0.21 radius, although the section at the 0.2 radius was computed to aid in fairing the curves. The section at the 0.2 radius is almost circular and was assumed to operate at zero lift and constant \( C_D \) of 0.4.

The method used for computing the element thrust and element torque coefficients is given in detail with a sample computation. The following data are required:

(1) The propeller blade plan form and pitch distribution (fig. 3)

(2) The number of blades

(3) The lift and drag characteristics of the blade sections at each radius (figs. 1 and 2)

Element calculations can be made for as many radii as desired. In making these element calculations the blade angle at each radius and the operating \( V/nD \) are required. The procedure at radius \( x \) follows:
(1) Obtain $\phi_0$ from

$$\phi_0 = \tan^{-1} \frac{V/\pi D}{m\pi}$$

(2) Obtain $\alpha + \epsilon$ from

$$(\alpha + \epsilon) = \theta - \phi_0$$

where $\theta$ is the blade angle at the chosen radius.

(3) Assume a value of $\alpha$ and obtain the corresponding value of $C_L$ from airfoil section characteristics.

(4) Find $\epsilon$ from the formula

$$\tan \epsilon = \frac{C_L}{4F \sin \phi}$$

Using $\phi_0$, instead of $\phi$, and $F$ obtained from $\phi_0$ gives an approximation to $\epsilon$. Using $\phi$ equal to $\phi_0 + \epsilon$ approx gives a second approximation to $\epsilon$. The value of $\epsilon$ is thus found by successive approximations, but the second approximation usually gives $\epsilon$ to the desired degree of accuracy. (Fig. 4, taken from reference 4, may be used in finding $\epsilon$ instead of solving the equation $\tan \epsilon = \frac{C_L}{4F \sin \phi}$. In this figure, $\epsilon$ is given in terms of $nDx/V$ and $C_L/F$ instead of as a function of $\phi$. In this case, the first approximation is usually sufficiently accurate, the only approximation being the use of $F$ based on $\phi_0$ instead of $\phi$.)

(5) Determine $F$ from figure 5 (data taken from reference 5), where $F$ is plotted against $\phi$.

(6) Repeat calculations of $\alpha$ and $\epsilon$ with the new assumed $\alpha$ from step (3) and plot $\alpha$ against $\alpha + \epsilon$. This plot aids in reducing calculations because the value of $\alpha + \epsilon$ that equals $\theta - \phi_0$ gives the desired $\alpha$ and $\epsilon$. 
(7) Find $\gamma$ from

$$\tan \gamma = \frac{C_D}{C_L}$$

The final torque and thrust coefficients are thus given as

$$\frac{dC_Q}{dx} = \frac{F}{2} n^3 x^4 \frac{\epsilon}{57.3} \frac{1 + \cot \phi \tan \gamma}{(\cot \phi + \frac{\epsilon}{57.3})^2}$$

$$\frac{dC_T}{dx} = Fn^3 x^3 \frac{\epsilon}{57.3} \frac{\cot \phi - \tan \gamma}{(\cot \phi + \frac{\epsilon}{57.3})^2}$$

The contributions of thrust and torque at the 0.2 radius were computed on the assumption that there was no lift on this section. The value of $C_L$ was accordingly put equal to zero and the axial inflow was neglected in the calculations. The element thrust coefficient

$$\frac{dC_T}{dx} = \frac{BbJ^2}{8R} \frac{(1 + a)^2}{\sin^2 \phi} (C_L \cos \phi - C_D \sin \phi)$$

reduces to

$$\frac{dC_T}{dx} = -\sigma C_D \frac{R}{4} \sqrt{J^2 + (\pi x)^2}$$

$$= -\sigma C_D \frac{R}{4} \frac{J^2}{\sin \phi}$$

and the element torque coefficient

$$\frac{dC_Q}{dx} = \frac{BbJ^2 x}{16R} \frac{(1 + a)^2}{\sin^2 \phi} (C_L \sin \phi + C_D \cos \phi)$$
reduces to

$$\frac{dc}{dx} = \sigma C_D \frac{\pi^2 x^3}{8} \sqrt{J^2 + (mx)^2}$$

$$= \sigma C_D \frac{\pi^2 x^3}{8} \frac{J}{\sin \phi}$$

As an example in the use of the method, computations are given in table I for the four-blade single-rotating propeller having a Hamilton Standard 3155-8 blade set at 45° at the 0.75 radius and operating at a V/nD of 1.8. The differential-thrust and the differential-torque distribution from table I is plotted in figure 6. Curves of this type were constructed and from them the calculated propeller characteristics were made. (See figs. 8 to 13.) The range of the calculated curves is limited to the stalling angles of the airfoil sections, the maximum allowable value of the lift coefficient at any section being about 1.0. This value depends on the airfoil section and its thickness ratio.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The factor F, which is a correction for finite number of blades as given by Goldstein's analysis, is derived for the case of a very light loading and a particular distribution of circulation along the blade. The suitability of this factor for computing the performance of propellers with other loadings is determined by comparison with experimental results. The calculated distributions of the element load coefficient for the test propeller at several operating conditions are compared in figure 7 with the optimum distributions from reference 4. Although the distribution varies widely from the optimum in many cases, notably at high values of V/nD, the computed propeller coefficients are in close agreement with the experimental values. It is therefore concluded that the correction factors are sufficiently accurate for practical propeller calculations.
The experimental propeller characteristics of the single-rotating four- and six-blade propellers (reference 1) and of the eight-blade propeller (reference 2) are compared with the calculated characteristics in figures 8 to 13. Figure 14 is a composite of the thrust curves for easy comparison. The agreement is very good in all cases except for the eight-blade propeller when $\beta = 55^\circ$ and $65^\circ$.

Figure 15 compares the experimental and calculated efficiencies of the four-, six-, and eight-blade propellers over the entire range of blade angle. As would be expected, the calculated values give smoothly faired curves, which show that the highest efficiency envelope is obtained with the four-blade propeller and the lowest efficiency with the eight-blade propeller. The experimental curves show the same trends and the variations between the two sets are considered to be within the accuracy of the tests, the main discrepancy being at the $65^\circ$ blade-angle settings.

CONCLUSION

The calculated and experimental performances of four-, six-, and eight-blade single-rotating propellers have been compared. It is concluded from this comparison that the performance of a propeller can be accurately calculated if the velocity distribution in the plane of the propeller, the propeller airfoil section characteristics, and the propeller plan form are known.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Va.
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### Table I. Computation of Propeller Thrust and Torque Coefficients

\[ \beta = 45^\circ; \quad V/nD = 1.8; \quad B = 4 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( x )</th>
<th>( V/nD \pi x )</th>
<th>( \phi_c )</th>
<th>( \theta )</th>
<th>( \alpha + \epsilon )</th>
<th>( \sigma )</th>
<th>( \epsilon )</th>
<th>( \phi )</th>
<th>( F )</th>
<th>( C_L )</th>
<th>( L/D )</th>
<th>( \tan \gamma )</th>
<th>( \cot \phi )</th>
<th>( \frac{dC_O}{dx} )</th>
<th>( \frac{dC_T}{dx} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.9099</td>
<td>62.36</td>
<td>66.85</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>62.90</td>
<td>1.091</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.5650</td>
<td>0.5117</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.2732</td>
<td>51.35</td>
<td>57.50</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>54.65</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.7558</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>0.0168</td>
<td>0.7094</td>
<td>0.0502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9549</td>
<td>43.99</td>
<td>50.45</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>46.35</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
<td>0.9371</td>
<td>0.0903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8185</td>
<td>39.50</td>
<td>46.65</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>42.42</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>0.0131</td>
<td>1.0944</td>
<td>0.1083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7162</td>
<td>35.61</td>
<td>43.45</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>38.73</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>0.0133</td>
<td>1.2469</td>
<td>0.1217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6368</td>
<td>32.48</td>
<td>40.85</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>35.77</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>0.0137</td>
<td>1.3361</td>
<td>0.1201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.6031</td>
<td>31.09</td>
<td>39.70</td>
<td>8.61</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>34.64</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
<td>1.4474</td>
<td>0.1058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( x )</th>
<th>( \sigma )</th>
<th>( \sigma C_D )</th>
<th>( \frac{\pi x}{4} )</th>
<th>( (\pi x)^2 )</th>
<th>( \frac{J}{\sin \phi} )</th>
<th>( \frac{n^2 x^3}{\dot{g}} )</th>
<th>( \frac{dC_O}{dx} )</th>
<th>( \frac{dC_T}{dx} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.1571</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>1.907</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>-0.0550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4. Chart of $e$ against $e_F$ for values of $\phi/F$ from 0 to $\infty$. (From Reference 4.)
Fig. 5c

(c) For eight-blade propellers. Extrapolated from reference 5.

Figure 5—Concluded.
Figure 8: Comparison of calculated and experimental thrust-coefficient curves for four-blade single-rotating propeller type S-6.
Figure 9 - Comparison of calculated and experimental power-coefficient and efficiency curves for four-blade single-rotating propeller 385-6
Figure 9b: Concluded.

Calculated
Experimental
[Reference 1]
Figure 11a - Comparison of calculated and experimental power-coefficient and efficiency curves for six-blade single-rotating propeller 3-35-6
Figure 13a - Comparison of calculated and experimental power coefficient and efficiency curves for eight-blade single-rotating propeller 3155-6.
Fig. 13b
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Figure 13 - Concluded
Figure 14 - Composite thrust coefficient curves for four, six, and eight-blade propellers.
Figure 15. Comparison of calculated and experimental efficiencies for four, six, and eight-blade propellers.
The calculated performance of four-, six-, and eight-blade single-rotating propellers was compared with experimental results for blade angles ranging from 25° to 65°. The experimental data were obtained on propellers with spinners mounted in front of a streamline body. The calculated propeller performance was found to be in good agreement with the experimental results over the complete range of blade angles investigated.
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